Recent Additions to the Library

Compiled by Alberta Pantle, Librarian

IN ORDER that members of the Kansas State Historical Society and others interested in historical study may know the class of books the Society's library is receiving, a list is printed annually of the books accessioned in its specialized fields.

These books come from three sources, purchase, gift, and exchange, and fall into the following classes: Books by Kansans and about Kansas; books on American Indians and the West, including explorations, overland journeys and personal narratives; genealogy and local history; and books on United States history, biography and allied subjects which are classified as general. The out-of-state city directories received by the Historical Society are not included in this compilation.

The library also receives regularly the publications of many historical societies by exchange, and subscribes to other historical and genealogical publications which are needed in reference work.

The following is a partial list of books which were received from October 1, 1956, through September 30, 1957. Federal and state official publications and some books of a general nature are not included. The total number of books accessioned appears in the report of the Society's secretary printed in the Spring, 1958, issue of The Kansas Historical Quarterly.

KANSAS


BETHEL, FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, History of the First Baptist Church, Bethel, Kansas. No impr. 34p.


ELLSWORTH, KANSAS. Clay Center, Clay Center Engraving Company [1914]. Unpaged.


RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY


HIGGINS, J. Wallace, III, The Orient Road, a History of the Kansas City, Mexico and Orient Railroad. (Reprinted from Bulletin 95, Railway & Locomotive Historical Society, October, 1956.) 43p.


Iseley, Flora (Duncan), *Earning the Right To Do Fancywork, an Informal Biography of Mrs. Ida Eisenhower*. Lawrence, University of Kansas Press, 1957. 38p.


Keepsake Portfolio of Ellsworth, Kansas, *From the Collection of George Jelinek*. No impr. 8 Plates.


Lindquist, Emory, *The Protestant Church in Kansas: an Annotated Bibliography*. Wichita, University of Wichita, 1956. 28p. (University Studies, No. 35.)

[Linnenbeiger, Joseph M.], *Grandfather's Story, by Helen L. Hall, as Translated by Louise Rykko*. [Carthageena, Ohio, Messenger Press, c1955.] 45p.


Mathews, M. K., and Bessie F. Mathews, History of the Quinter Methodist Church, Quinter, Kansas. No impr. Typed. 9p.

Memorial Number of The Traveler, the Family of Asahel and Melissa Edgerton in 1951. No impr. Unpaged.


———, Trails and Roads. No impr. Typed. 8p.


Moore, Cecile (Mumaw), and Joy Fox, Through the Years . . . Greeley, Kansas . . . During the Past One Hundred Years . . . Greeley, Greeley Centennial Committee, 1957. 50p.


RUSSELL, FRANK A., *75 Years in Kansas, or, Corn Bread and Sorgum-Molasses.* No impr. Mimeographed. 100p.


[SWENSON, J. H.], *The Sculptor Wind and Homeward Bound.* No impr. 86p.


RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY

TOPEKA TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION, No. 121, 75TH ANNIVERSARY SOUVENIR, TOPEKA TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION, No. 121, 1882-1957. No impr. 64p.


[NAME, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE], WAMEGO, KANSAS, QUEEN CITY OF THE KAW. [WAMEGO, WAMEGO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, 1956.] UNPAGED.

WELLMAN, MANLY WADE, REBEL BOAST, FIRST AT BETHEL—LAST AT APPOMATTOX. NEW YORK, HENRY HOLT AND COMPANY [C1956]. 317P.

WELLMAN, PAUL IELIN, JERICHO'S DAUGHTERS. GARDEN CITY, N. Y., DOUBLEDAY & COMPANY, 1956. 380P.

———, PORTAGE BAY. GARDEN CITY, N. Y., DOUBLEDAY & COMPANY, 1957. 240P.

WHEATON, ST. LUKE'S LUTHERAN CHURCH, A BRIEF HISTORY AND A SOUVENIR PREPARED FOR THE FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF ITS EXISTENCE [1897-1947]. NO IMPR. UNPAGED.

WHITE, WILLIAM LINDSAY, THE CAPTIVES OF KOREA, AN UNOFFICIAL WHITE PAPER ON THE TREATMENT OF WAR PRISONERS . . . NEW YORK, CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS [C1957]. 347P.

WHITE CITY, MARION HILL LUTHERAN CHURCH, 80TH ANNIVERSARY, 1876-1956. NO IMPR. UNPAGED.

WIEB, BERYL HOWARD, SOUNDING BRASS. NEW YORK, VANTAGE PRESS [C1956]. 313P.

WILCOX, DON, JOE SUNPOOL. BOSTON, LITTLE, BROWN AND COMPANY [C1956]. 261P.

WILDER, BESSIE E., AUTHOR HEADINGS FOR THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE STATE OF KANSAS. CHICAGO, AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, 1956. 136P.

WILLIAMSON, JACK, AND JAMES E. GUNN, STAR BRIDGE. NEW YORK, GNOME PRESS [C1956]. 221P.

WILSON, MRS. HARRY, SR., AND MRS. DREW EDMISTON, COMPS., HISTORY OF THE FIRST METHODIST CHURCH, TOOWANDA, KANSAS FOR THE SIXTY-EIGHTH ANNIVERSARY, SEPTEMBER, 1956. NO IMPR. MIMOGRAPHED. 41P.

[WILSON, MRS. MIKE, COMP.], MUSEOTOCAT CENTENNIAL, JUNE 21 & 22, 1857-1957. NO IMPR. UNPAGED.

ZIEKLE, DAVID LUTHER, Yesteryears and Yesterdays . . . [Oxford, Kan.,
ZORNOW, WILLIAM FRANK, Kansas, a History of the Jayhawk State. Norman,

AMERICAN INDIANS AND THE WEST

ATHEARN, ROBERT G., William Tecumseh Sherman and the Settlement of the
Vols.
BEIDLER, JOHN XAVIER, X. BEIDLER: Vigilante, Edited by Helen Fitzgerald
BELL, JOHN R., Journal of Captain John R. Bell, Official Journalist for the
Stephen H. Long Expedition to the Rocky Mountains, 1829, Edited by
Company, 1937. 349p. (The Far West and the Rockies Historical Series,
1820-1875, Vol. 6.)

[BENEDICT, KIRBY], A Journey Through New Mexico’s First Judicial District
in 1864 . . . Notes by William Swilling Wallace. Los Angeles, West-
BELLINGTON, RAY ALLEN, The Far Western Frontier, 1830-1880. New York,
BOLAND, HAL, High, Wide and Lonesome. Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott
BREHAN, CARL W., Badmen of the Frontier Days. New York, Robert M.
BROWN, MARK H., and W. R. FELTON, Before Barbed Wire; L. A. HUFFMAN,
254p.
BURDICK, Usher L., Jim Johnson, a Brief History of the Mouse River Loop
Country. No imprint. 32p.
BURNS, ROBERT HOMER, and others, Wyoming’s Pioneer Ranches, by Three
752p.
CHAMBERS, WILLIAM NISBET, Old Bullion Benton, Senator From the New
West; Thomas Hart Benton, 1782-1858. Boston, Little, Brown and Com-
CROUSE, NELLS M., La Verendrye, Fur Trader and Explorer. Ithaca, N. Y.,
DICKSTADNER, FREDERICK J., The American Indian in Graduate Studies, a Bib-
liography of Theses and Dissertations. New York, Museum of the American
Indian Heye Foundation, 1957. 589p. (Contributions, Vol. 15.)
DORSEY, GEORGE A., Traditions of the Osage. Chicago, Field Columbian Mu-
seum, 1904. 60p.

———, and ALFRED L. KROEBER, Traditions of the Arapaho . . . Chi-
DRESELS, HOWARD R., The Old West Speaks. Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-
ELLIS, AMANDA M., Bonanza Towns: Leadville and Cripple Creek. [Colo-


MONAGHAN, JAY, Last of the Bad Men, the Legend of Tom Horn. Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill [c1946]. 293p.


RUSSELL, CARL P., Guns on the Early Frontiers, a History of Firearms From Colonial Times Through the Years of the Western Fur Trade. Berkeley, University of California, 1937. 395p.


RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY


WHITE, BROWNING JOHN, Published Sources on Territorial Nebraska, an Essay and Bibliography. Lincoln, Nebraska State Historical Society, 1956. 300p. (Nebraska State Historical Society Publications, Vol. 23.)

GENEALOGY AND LOCAL HISTORY


BATES, SAMUEL A., Genealogy of the Descendants of Edward Bates of Wey-  
BEERY, WILLIAM, and JUDITH BEERY CARBER, Beery Family History. Elgin, Ill.,  
BELL, RAYMOND MARTIN, The Baskins-Baskin Family, Pennsylvania—Virginia  
BLACK, HELEN KUHN (JACKSON), comp., The Kuhn (Coon) Family of Alle-  
gheny County, Pennsylvania, With a Reprint of History & Genealogy of the  
BOODIE, JOHN BENNETT, Southside Virginia Families, Vol. 2. Redwood City,  
BRADSHAW, HERBERT CLARENCE, History of Prince Edward County, Virginia  
BROWNELL, GEORGE GRANT, comp., Genealogical Record of the Descendants of  
CHALFANT, ELLA, A Goodly Heritage, Earliest Wills on an American Frontier.  
[COLLIER, HAZEL BRADY], Your Family and Mine. No impr. Various Paging.
COTTON, MYRNA, They Pioneered—for Us. No impr. 163 p.
COX, LOUIS S., comp., Corrections and Additions to the Cox Families of Holderness  
and Related Families. No impr. 90 p.
CRAVENS, JOHN PARK, Records of the Ancestry of John Park Cravens, The Lines of  
CREEKMORE, POLLYANNA, Grainger County, Tennessee, Federal Census of 1810,  
Population Schedule (Third Census) and County Tax Lists for 1810. Knox-  
villes, Tenn., Lawson McGhee Library, 1956. 71 p. (McClung Historical  
Collection. Special Studies, No. 1.)
CROFT, GRACE, comp. and ed., History and Genealogy of the Milk-Milks Family.  
CROUCH, CARRIE J., A History of Young County, Texas. Austin, Texas State  
Historical Association, 1956. 326 p.
DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, CONNECTICUT, EUNICE DENNIE  
BURR CHAPTER, Families of Our Revolutionary Ancestors, Compiled by Mrs.  
———, VIRGINIA, COL. THOMAS HUGHART CHAPTER, First Marriage Record of  
Augusta County, Virginia, 1785-1813. Augusta County, Col. Thomas Hugh-  
art Chapter, Daughters of the American Revolution, n. d. 75 p.
DAZAT, ALBERT, Dictionnaire Étymologique des Noms de Famille et Prénoms  
DAVIES, WALLACE EVAN, Patriotism on Parade, the Story of Veterans' and  
Hereditary Organizations in America, 1783-1900. Cambridge, Mass., Har-  
DE FOREST, MRS. ROBERT W., A Walloon Family in America . . . Boston,  
DORMAN, JOHN FREDERICK, comp., Culpeper County, Virginia, Will Book A,  


[EMERY, FREDERIC BARNETT], *Barrett*. No impr. 119p.


[HAWK, HERBERT C.], *History and Record of the Hawk Family*. No impr. Mimeographed. Unpaged.


History of Columbia County, Wisconsin . . . Chicago, Western Historical Company, 1880. 1095p.


History of Greene County, Missouri . . . St. Louis, Western Historical Company, 1883. 919p.


———, Smith, Grant and Irons Families of New Jersey’s Shore Counties . . . No impr. 280p.

Hoover, Harry M., The Huber-Hoover Family History. Scottdale, Pa., Menno-


Hughes and Allied Families. No impr. 239p.

Huguenot Society of South Carolina, Transactions, No. 61. Charleston,

Society, 1956. 48p.


Humphreys, Allan S., The Edmists of Washington County, Arkansas. Fay-


Hurd, D. Hamilton, History of Fairfield County, Connecticut, With Illustra-

tions and Biographical Sketches . . . Philadelphia, J. W. Lewis & Com-

pany, 1881. 878p.

———, History of New London County, Connecticut, With Biographical


Irvine, Mrs. William, Ancestry and Descendants of Isaac W. Zigler and


Jacobs, Donald Lines, ed., The Pardee Genealogy. New Haven, Conn., New

Haven Colony Historical Society, 1927. 693p.

Jester, Annie Lash, comp. and ed., Adventurers of Purse and Person, Virginia,


442p.

Johnson, Samuel W., History and Genealogy of the Johnson Family From

Charlemagne to the Present Time. Denver, Big Mountain Press [c1956].

71p.


Kellogg, Dale C., Ancestry, Life and Descendants of Martin Kellogg, “the

Centenarian” of Bronson, Huron Co., Ohio, 1786-1892. Elyria, Ohio, n. p.,

1954. 86p.


16—3189


Society of Indiana Pioneers, Year Book, 1956. Published by Order of the Board of Governors, 1956. 131p.


[Stine, Katherine (Wyatt)], comp., [Stine Family Record, 1918, of Towanda, Butler County, Kansas.] No impr. Typed. Unpaged.


---, Minnesota, 1850 Census Population Schedules. Microfilm. 1 Vol. on 1 Reel.


GENERAL


(Augustana Library Publications, No. 27.)


CATTON, BRUCE, This Hallowed Ground, the Story of the Union Side of the Civil War. Garden City, N. Y., Doubleday & Company, 1956. 437p.


FIFE, AUSTIN, and ALTA FIFE, **Saints of Sage & Saddle, Folklore Among the Mormons.** Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 1956. 367p.


FLEMING, HOWARD A., **Canada’s Arctic Outlet, a History of the Hudson Bay Railway.** Berkeley, University of California, 1937. 128p. (University of California Publications in History, Vol. 54.)


GIDDENS, PAUL H., **Standard Oil Company (Indiana), Oil Pioneer of the Middle West.** New York, Appleton-Century-Crofts [c1955]. 741p.

GRAHAM, DONALD LENTON, **Circuit Chautauqua, a Middle Western Institution.** A Dissertation Submitted in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the Department of History in the Graduate College of the State University of Iowa. N. p., 1953. Typed. 310p. Microfilm. 1 Vol. on 1 Reel.


GUILLET, EDWIN C., ed., **Valley of the Trent.** Toronto, Champlain Society, 1937. 474p. (Publications of the Champlain Society, Ontario Series, No. 1.)

HAZOR, RALPH, **A True Discourse of the Present State of Virginia.** Richmond, Virginia State Library, 1957. 74p. (Virginia State Library Publications, No. 3.)

HANCOCK, CORNELIA, **South After Gettysburg, Letters of Cornelia Hancock, 1863-1868, Edited by Henrietta StrattonJaquette.** New York, Thomas Y. Crowell Company [c1956]. 288p.


HOLMAN, CHARLES W., **Cooperative Way Wins in America.** Syracuse, N. Y., Metropolitan Cooperative Milk Producers Bargaining Agency, 1957. 89p.


LINCOLN, ABRAHAM, The Living Lincoln; the Man, His Mind, His Times, and the War He Fought, Reconstructed From His Own Writings, Edited by Paul M. Angle and Earl Schenck Miers. New Brunswick, N. J., Rutgers University Press, 1955. 673p.


RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY

MARYLAND, PROVINCIAL COURT, PROCEEDINGS, 1677-1678. BALTIMORE, MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 1956. 497P. (ARCHIVES OF MARYLAND, VOL. 67.)

MEHRT, B. MAX, COMP. STAR RARE COIN ENCYCLOPEDIA. FT. WORTH, COMPILER [C1957]. [208]P.

MILLS, WALTER, ARMS AND MEN, A STUDY IN AMERICAN MILITARY HISTORY. NEW YORK, G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS [C1956]. 382P.


MOOS, MALCOLM, THE REPUBLICANS, A HISTORY OF THEIR PARTY. NEW YORK, RANDOM HOUSE [C1956]. 584P.

MORGAN, ALFRED P., HOW TO USE TOOLS. NEW YORK, ARCO PUBLISHING COMPANY [C1955]. 144P.

NATIONAL CYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN BIOGRAPHY, VOL. 40. NEW YORK, JAMES T. WHITE & COMPANY, 1955. [585]P.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE CUMULATIVE INDEX, VOL. 8, 1947-1951. WASHINGTON, D. C., NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, C1952. 388P.

OLSON, OSCAR N., ANDERS JONASSTON LINDBLAD, FIRST AUGUSTANA STUDENT SPONSORED BY THE CHURCH FOR STUDY ABROAD IN PREPARATION FOR AUGUSTANA SEMINARY PROFESSORSHIP. ROCK ISLAND, ILL., AUGUSTANA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 1937. 47P. (AUGUSTANA HISTORICAL SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS, VOL. 16.)

O'NEILL, CHARLES, WILD TRAIN, THE STORY OF THE ANDREWS RAIDERS. NEW YORK, RANDOM HOUSE [C1956]. 482P.

OSBURN, BURL NEFF, AND GORDON OWEN WILBER, PEWTER—SPUN, WROUGHT, AND CAST. SCRANTON, PA., INTERNATIONAL TEXTBOOK COMPANY [C1938]. 151P.


PATTERSON'S AMERICAN EDUCATION, VOL. 54. NORTH CHICAGO, ILL., EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORIES [C1957]. [716]P.

PEARCE, CATHERINE OWENS, WILLIAM PENN. PHILADELPHIA, J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY, 1957. 448P.

PETERSON, CLARENCE STEWART, KNOWN MILITARY DEAD DURING THE MEXICAN WAR, 1846-48. N. P., C1957. MIMEROGRAPHED. 170P.

PETERSON, HAROLD L., ARMS AND ARMOR IN COLONIAL AMERICA, 1526-1783. HARRISBURG, PA., STACKPOLE COMPANY [C1956]. 350P.

PORTER, KIRK H., AND DONALD BRUCE JOHNSON, NATIONAL PARTY PLATFORMS, 1840-1956. URBANA, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS, 1956. 573P.

RANDALL, JAMES GARFIELD, AND RICHARD N. CURRENT, LINCOLN THE PRESIDENT; VOL. 4, LAST FULL MEASURE. NEW YORK, DODD, MEAD & COMPANY, 1955. 421P.

RANDALL, RUTH PAINTER, THE COURTSHIP OF MR. LINCOLN. BOSTON, LITTLE, BROWN AND COMPANY [C1957]. 219P.


RICHARDSON, ETHEL PARK, comp., _American Mountain Songs, Edited and Arranged by Sigmund Speth_. N. p., Greenberg Publisher [c1955]. 120p.


ROWE, CHANDLER W., _The Effigy Mound Culture of Wisconsin_. Milwaukee, Milwaukee Public Museum, 1956. 103p. (Publications in Anthropology, No. 3.)


RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY


[WALLERSTEIN, ROBERT S., and others], *Hospital Treatment of Alcoholism, a Comparative, Experimental Study*. New York, Basic Books [c1957]. 212p.


